
D2 Competition Team 2020/21 Class Requirements 

 
SCHOOL YEAR- 
Beginner/Intermediate Level Competition Dancers 
Ballet  
Jazz 

Turns & Flex Technique 
Any Classes Related to Competition Dances (Hip Hop, Lyrical, Tap, etc) 
 
 

Intermediate/Advanced Level Competition Dancers 
Ballet- 2x per week (A numbered level ballet and a ballet tech; a third- strength & articulate ballet is recommended) 
Jazz (both jazz tech and jazz combo HIGHLY suggested) 

Turns & Flex Technique 
Any Classes Related to Competition Dances (Hip Hop, Lyrical, Tap, etc) 
 
 

Advanced Level Competition Dancers 
Ballet- 3x per week (A numbered level ballet, a ballet tech, strength & articulate ballet) 
Jazz (both jazz tech and jazz combo) 

Turns & Flex Technique 
Any Classes Related to Competition Dances (Hip Hop, Lyrical, Tap, etc) 
 

 
 
NOTE- 
*Any additional classes such as Hip Hop, Lyrical, etc. are encouraged even if your dancer is not in a dance of that type. Particularly for dancers wishing to compete and have success in the higher 
levels of competition. Additional classes contribute to the overall training of the dancer. We would be happy to discuss a personalized plan with you to maximize your child’s dance education. 
*It is highly recommended that our competition dancers also participate in D2 Performing Company-Performance Team. The extra performance opportunities as well as extra D2 class each 
week has given dancers more confidence and showmanship which are both important qualities of competitive dancers. 
*These classes are all weekly DDA studio technique classes. This does not include competition practices for each dance. Your dancer will have one “practice class” for each dance she/he is in. 

 
 

BEGINNER/INTERMEDIATE= dancers competing in the 1st level at competition or are in their 1st year at the middle level  

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED= dancers competing in the middle competition level (2+ years) or the highest level. This is recommended for all dancers regardless of level so we can help each 

one reach their fullest potential. 


